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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the problem of extracting accurate la-
bels from crowdsourced datasets, a key challenge in crowd-
sourcing. Prior work has focused on modeling the reliabil-
ity of individual workers, for instance, by way of confusion
matrices, and using these latent traits to estimate the true
labels more accurately. However, this strategy becomes in-
effective when there are too few labels per worker to reliably
estimate their quality. To mitigate this issue, we propose a
novel community-based Bayesian label aggregation model,
CommunityBCC, which assumes that crowd workers con-
form to a few different types, where each type represents
a group of workers with similar confusion matrices. We
assume that each worker belongs to a certain community,
where the worker’s confusion matrix is similar to (a pertur-
bation of) the community’s confusion matrix. Our model
can then learn a set of key latent features: (i) the confusion
matrix of each community, (ii) the community membership
of each user, and (iii) the aggregated label of each item. We
compare the performance of our model against established
aggregation methods on a number of large-scale, real-world
crowdsourcing datasets. Our experimental results show that
our CommunityBCC model consistently outperforms state-
of-the-art label aggregation methods, gaining, on average,
8% more accuracy with the same amount of labels.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Crowdsourcing has become one of the cornerstones of re-
search in the development of human computation based in-
telligent systems. There are now a number of popular crowd-
sourcing platforms, like Amazon Mechanical Turk1, Crowd-
Flower2 or Clickworker 3, that are increasingly used for col-
lecting labeled training data for image or document classifi-
cation and ranking [7, 17, 19]. However, there are a number
of challenges associated with gathering labeled data from the
crowd. These challenges are related to the uncertainty in
the trustworthiness of individual workers and the quality of
the crowdsourced labels overall. Specifically, workers might
be unreliable and may provide incorrect labels depending
on their skills, expertise and motivations. In addition, they
may be unintentionally biased towards particular labels. For
instance, in tasks where a rating is required, certain workers
may be overly conservative and always give medium scores,
while others may be overly opinionated and always give ex-
treme scores. These problems make the task of aggregating
labels and obtaining a consistent answer challenging, par-
ticularly when the dataset includes only a few labels per
worker.
Simple solutions to the aggregation of crowd labels typi-
cally use heuristic methods such as majority voting (MV) [16].
However, these approaches fail to take into account the re-
liabilities of different workers. To overcome this problem,
probabilistic models have been proposed that do take worker
reliability into account when aggregating crowd labels [1, 6,
14, 19, 20, 18]. While these methods can model the accu-
racy of the workers, they still fail to consider other potential
biases, e.g., the tendency for a worker to consistently over
or underrate items. Such biased labels can be captured in
the form of a worker’s confusion matrix. That is a matrix
that for a given worker, expresses the probability of each
possible labeling outcome for each possible true label of the
item. Indeed, a number of models have been proposed in
the literature to incorporate confusion matrices into the la-
bel aggregation process and can thus represent such labeling
biases [2, 8, 22]. These models have been shown to produce
more accurate aggregations compared to heuristic alterna-
tives [5]. A common feature of these models is the simulta-
neous estimation of the latent confusion matrices associated
with the workers, thus providing the task requester with the
1www.amt.com
2www.crowdflower.com
3www.clickworker.com
individual worker’s reliability profile. However, these models
typically need to observe a large number of labels per worker
to reliably estimate their profiles (as encoded by their con-
fusion matrices). Such a requirement can be particularly
difficult to meet in a crowdsourcing setup, where often the
distribution of workers to tasks follows a powerlaw curve due
to most workers only contributing very few labels, while a
few workers contributing a lot of labels [4].
In this paper, we propose a probabilistic model, which is
able to merge sparse crowdsourced datasets more efficiently
by modeling the correlations between the behaviors of differ-
ent workers. The key feature that we introduce in our model
is the concept of latent worker communities, which allows us
to capture characteristic classes of worker behaviors. This is
motivated by crowdsourcing studies, where empirical anal-
ysis of worker quality has shown that workers tend to ex-
hibit similar behavior traits in the way they perform tasks.
In particular, groups of workers can share similar confusion
matrices, i.e., with similar reliabilities and biases [15]. We
refer to such groups of workers as communities. For exam-
ple, one community may be the class of reliable workers,
while other communities can represent spammers, random
voters, or, more finely, groups of overly opinionated workers,
who tend to give very high or very low scores, versus more
conservative workers who have a tendency to pick the middle
ratings. Our model encodes this information by modelling
worker communities in the generative precess of inferring the
crowd labels. Each community is associated with a confu-
sion matrix, which represents the average confusion matrix
of its members. Each worker belongs to a certain commu-
nity where the worker ’s confusion matrix is similar to (a
perturbation of) the community’s confusion matrix. Thus,
by embedding the community model inside the generative
process, our model can learn a set of key latent features: (i)
the community membership of each user, (ii) the confusion
matrix of each community, and (iii) the true label of each
item. Furthermore, since the number of communities for a
specific pool of workers is unknown a priori, our model also
learns this information through marginal likelihood based
model selection.
The advantage of applying our community based aggre-
gation approach to crowdsourced data is twofold: First, the
model can achieve faster convergence to accurate label ag-
gregations with less input data by exploiting the detected
worker community structures. Second, the model can ac-
curately learn a worker’s confusion matrix even when faced
with sparse data, i.e., when only few labels per worker are
available, by transferring learning of community profiles to
the individual workers. Specifically, our model can be re-
garded as an extension of the Bayesian classifier combina-
tion (BCC) model [8], introduced by Kim and Ghahramani
for merging categorical labels, where we incorporate latent
workers community structures.
We apply our model to a number of large scale crowd-
sourced classification datasets which, all together, include
1,367,889 labels collected for 194,052 human intelligence tasks
(HITs) of different types, such as adult query suggestion
identification, document classification and relevance judg-
ments for search results. In total, 3,948 workers contributed
labels to these datasets. Experimental results demonstrate
that our model produces more accurate aggregation results
compared to commonly used baselines, such as MV and
state-of-the-art probabilistic models, e.g., [2, 8]. We also
show that our model correctly learns the community struc-
tures and the community assignment of each worker, which
we verify by comparing the model’s output to the results
of kmeans clustering over the workersSˇ profiles. Finally, we
show that our method is able to provide accurate aggre-
gated labels with less training data. In summary, our main
contributions are as follows:
• We define a probabilistic Bayesian model that jointly
learns latent community profiles of crowd workers, to-
gether with the individual workers’ and communities’
reliability profiles and the items’ true labels.
• We provide a scalable implementation of our model
using model decomposition techniques which allows us
to process hundreds of thousands of crowd labels.
• We empirically show that our model outperforms ex-
isting non-community based aggregation methods with
an exhaustive comparison against three benchmark meth-
ods on four real-world datasets for different crowd-
sourcing tasks.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews re-
lated work. Section 3 introduces the preliminary notation
and the BCC model, building the core of our framework.
Section 4 details our community model and its probabilis-
tic inference. Section 5 details our experimental setting and
Section 6 presents the empirical evaluation of our method
on real-world datasets. Section 7 concludes the paper and
presents directions for future work.
2. RELATEDWORK
In the context of compiling patient records, errors in measur-
ing and interpreting different symptoms are not uncommon.
In 1979, Dawid and Skene [2] proposed an Expectation-
Maximisation (EM) algorithm for modelling these error rates,
even when the true values for patient responds were not
available. This is analogues to crowdsourcing scenarios in
which the true label of an object or task (symptom/facet)
may be subject to noise and error, as shown in [5]. Inspired
by this classic statistical model, Kim and Ghahramani [8]
introduced a general framework for Bayesian Classifier Com-
bination (BCC) in which the relationship between the – un-
observed – true label and the model’s output are modeled.
We provide more details about BCC in the following section
as it is highly related to our proposed model, and it is also
one our experimental baselines.
In CrowdSynth [6], a set of Bayesian models are trained
for (a) predicting the correct labels and (b) modeling the
workers and predicting their votes. These models allow the
system to maintain a cost-accuracy trade-off under budget
constraints by deciding whether to hire a new worker or not.
Similarly, Welinder et al. [19] proposed an online model for
reducing the cost of crowdsourcing by modeling label uncer-
tainty and worker ability. Their method actively selects the
next item for rating depending on label uncertainty and the
desired level of confidence. Furthermore, the posterior dis-
tribution over the quality of workers are constantly updated
as new labels are collected.
In the difficulty-ability-response estimation model (DARE)
[1], the correct answers (to IQ questions), the task difficulty,
and the ability of workers were jointly modeled using a prob-
abilistic graphical model. The authors presented an active
learning testing scheme for selecting the next question to
be answered based on previous responses and showed that
their model achieves the same level of accuracy with less
judgments. Raykar et al. [14] take a related approach where
inference is iterative. In each iteration, a new golden set
of true labels is established based on high-confidence labels,
and the worker quality estimations are adjusted accordingly.
In a similar fashion, the GLAD model [20] also simultane-
ously updates its beliefs about the true label, worker quality
and task difficulty in a probabilistic framework.
Zhou et al. [22] considered a separate probabilistic distri-
bution for each worker-item pair and proposed a minimax
entropy principle to jointly infer the worker quality and the
true labels. They argued that labels are generated by a
probability distribution over workers and by maximising the
entropy of this distribution the workers’ quality can be nat-
urally inferred. They compared the performance of their
method against majority voting and the method proposed
by Dawid & Skene [2] and showed that the labels inferred by
their minmax entropy model are closer to the ground-truth.
Our work builds upon these empirical findings to model
and simultaneously estimate worker qualities and the items’
true labels, while also modelling workers’ quality correla-
tions within a probabilistic inference framework.
In the field of community detection, there are a number of
graph based approaches that deal with crowdsourcing data
categorizations [3] or with the identification of (potentially
overlapping) community structures in worker networks [13].
These networks represent community members as nodes and
encode distances between them by weighted (or unweighted)
links. In this vein, Simpson et al. [15] applied a community
detection model [13], which groups workers based on the
Hellinger distance between their confusion matrices. The
authors illustrate that several natural clusters are formed in
which workers with similar behavior are grouped together.
We take this line of work to the next level by applying com-
munity detection in the generative model as opposed to pre-
vious work that applies it after inference. We show that this
joint inference of community models leads to more efficient
and effective label aggregations on sparse datasets.
3. PRELIMINARIES
Notation. Let us start by introducing our notation. Con-
sider that there are K workers classifying N objects into C
possible classes. Let ti be the latent true class
4 of object
i. Let pi
(k)
c,j , with c, j ∈ C, be the probability that worker
k will classify an object of class c as j. Finally, c
(k)
i is the
label submitted by worker k for the object i and C be the
set of all the observed labels. For simplicity of notation, in
what follows we will assume a dense set of labels in which all
the workers label all the objects. However, our model im-
plementation allows us to also support sparsity in the label
set.
Bayesian Classifier Combination (BCC) Model. Our ap-
proach is an extension of the BCC model [8] that has been
successfully applied to crowdsourcing problems in previous
work [15]. The factor graph for the BCC model is shown in
4In what follows, we will use the terms ‘label’ and ‘class’ of
objects interchangeably.
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Figure 1: The factor graph of BCC. The users plate
includes the user’s confusion matrix pi(k) while the
objects plate includes the true object class variable
ti. The observed (shaded) user’s vote c
(k)
i lies at
their intersection
.
Figure 1. The BCC model assumes that the true class, ti, of
an object i is generated from a categorical distribution with
parameters p:
ti|p ∼ Cat(ti|p)
where p denotes the class proportions for all the objects.
The label, c
(k)
i , submitted by worker k for object i is gener-
ated from a categorical distribution with parameters pi
(k)
c :
c
(k)
i |pi(k), ti ∼ Cat
(
c
(k)
i |pi(k)ti
)
(1)
where pi(k) = {pi(k)1 , . . .pi(k)C } is the set of row probability
vectors representing the confusion matrix of worker k. In
other words, ti is a random variable that acts as selector of
the categorical distribution, the rows of pi(k), from which the
label by worker k is generated. Notice that this probabilistic
relationship is visually described in the factor graph using
the gate notation (dashed box) – introduced in [11] – using ti
as gating variable. Further, if we assume that the labels are
independent and identically distributed, then the likelihood
for a given set of labels C factorises over the data points
and can be expressed as follows,
p(C|pi, t,p) =
N∏
i=1
Cat(ti|p)
K∏
k=1
Cat
(
c
(k)
i |pi(k)ti
)
Consequently, the posterior distribution over model param-
eters, given the data, can be written as:
p(pi, t,p|C) ∝ p(c|pi, t,p)p(t|p)p(p)p(pi) (2)
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Figure 2: Factor graph of CommunityBCC. The ex-
tension to the BCC model (Figure 1) is depicted as
the community plate which includes the community
score s
(m)
c . This is connected to the user score s
(k)
c
which generates the user confusion matrix pi
(k)
c .
Conjugate Dirichlet prior distributions are used for the pa-
rameters p and pi:
p ∼ Dir(p|α)
pi(k)c ∼ Dir(pi(k)c |β(k)c ).
This simplifies Equation 2 to:
p(pi, t,p|C) ∝ Dir(p|α)
N∏
i=1
{
Cat(ti|p)
K∏
k=1
Cat
(
c
(k)
i |pi(k)ti )Dir(pi(k)c |β)
}
The marginal posterior distribution of individual parameters
can be obtained by integrating out all the remaining joint
parameters. Since this integration is intractable analytically,
it needs to be computed using numerical methods. In par-
ticular, our implementation of BCC uses the Expectation-
Propagation (EP) message passing algorithm [10] provided
by the Infer.NET probabilistic programming framework [12].
A key feature of BCC is the assumption that workers are
independent. On the one hand, this assumption reduces the
complexity of the model and simplifies the inference. On
the other hand, the model is inefficient as the relationships
between the confusion matrices of workers are not modelled.
Encoding these relationships, as we will show in Section
5, is key to achieving better aggregation performance with
sparse sets of labels. In the next section, we describe our
community-based BCC model, which encodes the feature
that workers conform to a few different types, where each
type represents a group of workers with similar confusion
matrices.
4. COMMUNITY BCC MODEL
Our proposed Community BCC model – referred to here-
after as CommunityBCC – is an extension of the BCC model,
enhanced by introducing the concept of worker communities.
The factor graph of CommunityBCC can be seen in Figure
2. Specifically, we assume that there are M communities of
workers within the crowd. Each community m is associated
with a confusion matrix pi(m). Let m(k) be the community
membership of worker k. Then, we assume that m(k) is gen-
erated from a categorical distribution with parameters h:
m(k)|h ∼ Cat(m(k)|h)
where h represents the proportions of community member-
ships across all the workers. Further, each community has a
probability score s
(m)
c representing the log probability vector
of the cth row of the confusion matrix pi(m) of community
m. We apply a softmax operator to the community score
s
(m)
c for all the classes c to derive a normalised exponenti-
ated version of s
(m)
c , which we refer to as the community
confusion matrix pi
(m)
c :
p(pi(m)c |s(m)c ) = δ(pi(m)c − softmax(s(m)c ))
here δ is the Dirac delta function imposing the equality con-
straint between pi
(m)
c and the softmax of s
(m)
c .
In contrast to the standard BCC model where the confu-
sion matrices of workers are independent, the Community-
BCC model encodes the relationship between the confusion
matrix of the community and the workers that belong to
it. That is, each worker k has an individual score vector
s
(k)
c , one for each class c, generated from the score vector
s
(m(k))
c of the community m
(k) (i.e., the worker k’s commu-
nity score), through a multivariate Gaussian draw:
s(k)c |s(m
(k))
c ∼ N (s(k)c |s(m
(k))
c , ν
−1I) (3)
where ν is the hyperparameter representing the isotropic
inverse variance of the community confusion matrices. From
this, pi
(k)
c is derived as the normalised exponentiated version
of s
(k)
c , i.e., the softmax of s
(k)
c . Formally:
p(pi(k)c |s(k)c ) = δ(pi(k)c − softmax(s(k)c ))
Finally, we follow the same assumption as BCC that cki is
generated by a categorical distribution conditioned on pik
and ti (see Equation 1).
4.1 Probabilistic Inference
We now describe how inference is performed in the Com-
munityBCC model. Again, for simplicity of notation this
description assumes a dense set of labels. Specifically, we
assume that we have observed the class assignments of all
objects from all workers (denoted by C). Given C, we wish
to infer the posterior distributions of the set of the parame-
ters: Θ = { s(m), pi(m), s(k), pi(k), t, p }. To do so, we apply
Bayes’ theorem to compute the joint posterior distribution
of Θ conditioned on C:
p(Θ|C) ∝p(C|pi(k), t)p(t|p)p(p)p(pi(k)|s(k))
p(s(k)|s(m(k)))p(m(k)|h)p(h)p(s(m(k))) (4)
The priors for the parameters h and sm are specified by the
following conjugate distributions:
h|α ∼ Dir(h|α)
s(k)c |µ,θ ∼ N (s(k)c |µ,θ−1I)
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Figure 3: Scalable CommunityBCC implementa-
tion. The figure shows the three sub-models and
their cyclic schedule for the inference computation.
That is, the prior for h is a Dirichlet distribution with pa-
rameters α, while the prior for s
(k)
c is a multivariate Gaus-
sian distribution with mean µ and isotropic precision θ. If
we assume that labels are generated independently, then fac-
toring in Equation 5 in the model’s distributions, we obtain
the following expression for the joint posterior distribution:
p(Θ|C) ∝Dir(p|α)
N∏
i=1
{
Cat(ti|p)
K∏
k=1
{
Cat
(
c
(k)
i |pi(k)ti )
δ(pi
(m(k))
ti
− softmax(s(m(k))ti ))Dir(h|α)
N (s(k)ti |s
(k)
ti
,ν−1)N (s(m(k))ti |µ,θ−1)Cat(m(k)|h)
}}
To compute the approximate marginal distribution of each
parameter, we use variational message passing algorithm
[21], which is also provided by the Infer.NET inference en-
gine5. Finally, to find the optimal number of communities
M∗, we use the maximum marginal likelihood model selec-
tion criterion that is computed through marginalising out
all the parameters in Θ. Formally:
M∗ = arg max
M
∫
Θ
p(C|Θ,M)p(Θ)dΘ (5)
This marginal likelihood optimisation can be performed through
a simple line search on the discrete set of the M values.
5The messages for the softmax factor (which is not conju-
gate) make use of the Taylor expansion in [9].
4.2 Scalable Implementation
To train our model on large-scale datasets (i.e., in the or-
der of hundreds of thousands of labels), we provide a scal-
able implementation of CommunityBCC using a model de-
composition implementation technique. The main idea is to
split the model into three sub-models: object model, com-
munity model and a set of worker models. Then, we can
run (cheaper) local inferences in each sub-model, and merge
the post-inference results using standard message passing
calculations. To define the user models, we split the set
of workers K into a complete and disjoint partition: K =
{K1, . . . ,Kl}. Each sub-set Ki is associated with a single
worker model instance which infers the variables pi(k) and
s(k) for the workers in Ki. The object model infers the vari-
ables ti and p of all the objects. Similarly, the community
model infers the variables h, s(k) and pi(k) of all the workers.
The three models are connected together through the prob-
abilistic relationships between ti and pi
(k) and between sm
and sk, as described in Equations 1 and 3, respectively. To
run inference in this model architecture, we iteratively run
the inference message passing algorithm in each of the three
sub-models in a scheduled order and repeat this process un-
til all the merged posterior distributions reach convergence.
In particular, we use the EP algorithm [10] to run inference
in the object model and the VMP algorithm [21] to run in-
ference in the community and the worker models.
The factor graph and the inference schedule of the scal-
able CommunityBCC implementation is depicted in Figure
3. This implementation of CommunityBCC has several ad-
vantages in terms of scalability. First, the space complexity
is reduced by running local inference in simpler sub-model
and merging the results using only a few messages exchanged
between the connecting factors. Second, we can parallelise
the computation of each sub-model with an evident saving
of time complexity. Using just the first of these techniques,
we were able to train our CommunityBCC model on our
largest dataset of 722,970 data points in approximately 20
minutes on a standard machine with 3.60 GHz CPU and
16GB RAM.
5. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the efficacy of our CommunityBCC
model, we make use of four large-scale, real-world datasets
and compare performance against three state-of-the-art base-
lines for crowdsourcing scenarios. We measure performance
based on agreement with gold standard data. Each of these
aspects are described below.
5.1 Datasets
Our four crowdsourcing datasets include a publicly avail-
able dataset, provided by CrowdFlower, and three datasets
that were crowdsourced using Clickworker, a platform sim-
ilar to Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, where workers remain
anonymous. The types of documents and the types of la-
bels vary in the different datasets. The label types include
categorical classes, with 3 or 5 classes of labels. In addi-
tion to the labels collected from workers on Clickworker, we
also obtained a set of gold labels from highly trained edito-
rial judges to be used as ground truth in our experiments.
These gold labels were collected using the exact same inter-
face as those shown to the workers. CrowdFlower’s dataset
includes gold labels with an undisclosed origin. In total,
the four label sets contain 1, 367, 889 judgments for 194, 052
HITs from 3, 948 workers, with 38, 876 judgments by 1, 488
trained expert judges for 1, 209 gold HITs. Table 1 provides
an overview of some basic statistics over the datasets.
Auto-completion Judgments (ACJ) This task collected
preference judgments over lists of query suggestions (auto-
completion queries) that were shown to judges side-by-side
to each other. Workers were asked to indicate their pref-
erences over the two lists of auto-completions on a 3 point
scale (−1, 0, 1), where 0 indicates no preference and 1 or
−1 signal preference for one side or the other. This dataset
includes 722,970 judgments for 72,142 HITs by 722 work-
ers. Although this is the largest set in terms of volume,
the number of workers is only the third largest across the
four datasets. This set is thus somewhat unusual in terms
of averaging 1,000 judgments per worker. Such a high per-
worker throughput may, however, simply be an indication
of the task’s popularity with these workers. Among the 72k
HITs in the set, only 155 are gold tests, which were judged
only by 77 workers, resulting in 3,100 judgments with known
answers. Note that the relatively low number of gold tests
in this task is compensated for by the high redundancy of
10 judgments per HIT.
Search Relevance Judgments (SRJ) Similarly to the
ACJ set, this dataset contains preference based relevance
judgments, but, this time, the preferences are over two search
engine result pages (SERPs), shown side-by-side, for a given
query. Judges were asked to indicate their preferences over
the two SERPs, which was then, again, mapped to a 3 point
scale of (−1, 0, 1). The set contains a total of 50,840 judg-
ments for 22,623 HITs by 1,118 judges. Each HIT is a query
and a pair of SERPs that may be judged multiple times by
different judges. The set also contains 399 gold HITs with
known labels, for which 9,352 judgments have been collected
from 802 judges out of the total 1,118.
CrowdFlower (CF) This dataset is provided by Crowd-
Flower as part of the 2013 Crowdsourcing at Scale shared
task challenge6. It consists of 569,375 sentiment analysis
judgments for 98,980 HITs (questions) by 1,960 workers.
The questions are tweets and the judgments reflect the sen-
timent of the tweets discussing weather. The labels can take
values from four categories: negative (0), neutral (1), posi-
tive (2), tweet not related to weather (4) and cannot tell (5).
The data also includes 300 gold HITs, which were judged by
461 of the 1,960 workers in the full dataset, resulting in a
total of 1,720 judgments with known answers.
Adult Relevance Judgments (ARJ) Workers in this
task were asked to rate whether a given set of query sug-
gestions contained various types of adult content on a four
point scale. For our experiments, we use the binary label
whether adult content was detected (1) or not (0), ignoring
the actual classification. This dataset contains 24,704 judg-
ments for 307 HITs by 148 workers. We have gold labels for
all the HITs in this set.
5.2 Baselines
We compare our CommunityBCC model against the follow-
ing set of commonly used baselines:
6https://sites.google.com/site/crowdscale2013/shared-task
Table 1: Datasets: Avg-J (Avg-GJ) is the aver-
age number of judgments (on gold HITs) per judge,
Avg-H (Avg-GH) is the average number of judg-
ments per (gold) HIT. Gold judges are the judges
who were tested on gold HITs.
Dataset: ACJ SRJ CF ARJ
HITs 72,142 22,623 98,980 307
Judgments 722,970 50,840 569,375 24,704
Judges 722 1,118 1,960 148
Avg-J 1,001.34 45.47 290.5 166.92
Avg-H 10.02 2.25 5.75 80.47
Gold HITs 155 399 300 307
Gold judgments 3,100 9,352 1,720 24,704
Gold judges 77 802 461 148
Avg-GJ 40.26 11.66 3.73 166.92
Avg-GH 20.00 23.44 5.73 80.47
Majority Voting (MV) The MV method, which is of-
ten used for the heuristic computation of crowd consensus
[16], estimates the aggregated label as the one with the most
votes, where each vote is considered with equal weight. As
such, this method assumes that all workers are equally re-
liable. Importantly, in this paper we use a deterministic
version of MV, which provides the most voted label only
for unimodal vote distributions. Other stochastic interpre-
tations of MV might use random draws for tie-breaking, e.g.
weighted MV, which could marginally improve our deter-
ministic MV in expectation.
Dawid&Skene The well-known crowd consensus model,
presented by Dawid and Skene [2], allows the joint estima-
tion of the items’ true labels and the workers’ confusion ma-
trices. This model represent the frequentist version of BCC
and is trained through the Expectation-Maximisation (EM)
algorithm.
BCC The BCC model [8], which learns the true object la-
bels and the workers’ confusion matrices using the EP in-
ference algorithm, as described in Section 3. In particular,
we used uninformative priors for p and informative priors
for the workers confusion matrices. Each row of pi
(k)
c has a
Dirichlet prior with pseudo counts 1 expect for the diagonal
count set to C − 1. This means that workers are initially
assumed to be better than random.
These three methods were tested against our Community-
BCC with uninformative priors for h and p, a noise precision
prior for the worker score matrices ν = 100. The softmax
of the community score matrices is set to be approximately
equivalent to the prior of the BCC’s confusion matrices.
5.3 Metrics
The performance of each method is evaluated by two mea-
sures: (1) accuracy and (2) negative log probability density
(NLPD). Accuracy is defined as the absolute estimation er-
ror given by the number of correct labels assigned, divided
by the total number of assigned labels N :
Accuracy =
num. correct labels
num. gold labels
The NLPD provides a more comprehensive error measure,
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Figure 4: Accuracy of the four methods measured with increasing proportions of labels for each dataset.
which also takes into account the uncertainty in the pre-
dictive label distribution, and is calculated as follows. Let
{qi,1, . . . , qi,j} be the parameters of the predictive categori-
cal distribution for item i. Then, the NLPD score is:
NLPD =
1
N
N∑
i=1
− log (qi,t∗i )
where t∗i is the true label and tˆi = arg maxc ti,c is the esti-
mated label obtained from the predictive distribution ti =
{ti,c|c = 1 . . . C} for object i computed by the algorithm7.
Overall, we seek the best method with highest accuracy
and lowest uncertainty, i.e., lowest NLPD.
6. EVALUATION
In this section, we present the results of the empirical eval-
uation of three key features of our CommunityBCC model
applied to crowdsourcing scenarios.
Robustness to Sparsity. We start by investigating the
effect of sparsity on the accuracy of the different methods
for estimating the true label for each object. We present the
results from our accuracy evaluation against various sparsity
levels within each dataset. For each of the four datasets, we
simulate an adaptive learning setting in which labels are pro-
gressively selected. In detail, at each iteration, each method
performs an intelligent selection of the set of n items for
which to get an extra label in the next iteration by using the
standard information theoretic criterion of entropy minimi-
sation. That is, after an initial exploration phase in which
one label for each item is observed, the methods select the
next labels by taking the n items with the highest uncer-
tainty in their predictive class distribution. Specifically, we
used n = 3 for ACJ, n = 5 for SRJ, n = 2 for CF and n = 5
for ARJ. Figure 4 shows the accuracy measured for the four
7To avoid infinite errors, we threshold the NLPD with a
with minimum probability of 0.001.
methods for each dataset. In particular, it shows that the
accuracy of all methods improves as they get more data.
The accuracy of CommunityBCC increases rapidly with the
amount of data and is consistently higher compared to other
methods when the size of label set is small. Specifically, look-
ing at the points of the maximum gap between Communi-
tyBCC and the other methods, CommunityBCC’s accuracy
is 8.4% higher than the second best method on SRJ, 7.5%
higher on ACJ, 2.7% higher on CF and 3.9% higher on ARJ.
Generally speaking, these results show that CommunityBCC
is able to make more effective use of small sets of labels by
exploiting community patterns between workers and trans-
ferring learning of community knowledge across community
members. In large sets, CommunityBCC performs compa-
rably or slightly better than the other methods. Overall,
CommunityBCC offers the best trade-off between effective-
ness and efficiency compared to alternative state-of-the-art
baselines across all experimental testbeds.
Community Detection. Figure 5 shows the communities
that our method inferred for each dataset. It is interest-
ing to note that CommunityBCC finds four communities
for ACJ (Figure 5a) and SRJ (Figure 5b) although with
different proportions. The first community is the group of
workers who provide reliable answers and the community
confusion matrix has consistently high value on the diago-
nal. We call this group Accurate workers. This community
represents 28% and 4% of the workers in the ACJ and the
SRJ dataset, respectively. The second community outlines
the profile of workers who tend to provide correct answers
although with lower probability (the diagonal value) com-
pared to the Accurate community. We refer to this group
of workers as Mostly accurate. The other two communities
were found to correspond to biased workers. The first com-
munity of biased workers is the group of workers who mostly
vote -1 or 1, who are present in 29% and 47% of the workers
in the ACJ and the SRJ datasets, respectively. The sec-
ond community of biased workers is the group of workers
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each dataset. The bar plots are the communities confusion matrices inferred for each dataset. The values on
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who almost always vote 0, i.e., they tend not to pick a side
in their judgment. This community is present with similar
proportions within the two datasets: 31% for ACJ and 34%
for SRJ. We respectively refer to these two communities as
Outer class biased and Middle class biased.
On the CF testbed (Figure 5c), there is a large community
of calibrated workers (91%), who almost never use the “can-
not tell” option (i.e., vote 4), and frequently select the cor-
rect judgment (i.e., using votes 1, 2 or 3), for all the tweets.
The second (small) community is the one of conservative
workers who mostly opt for the neutral (1) or the “not re-
lated to weather”(3) judgments. By contrast, the third com-
munity includes workers who often confidently pick negative
(0) or positive (2) judgments. We refer to these communities
as Calibrated, Conservative, and Decisive respectively.
On the ARJ testbed (Figure 5e), there is a large major-
ity of workers that are Accurate (99%), and there is only
1% workers biased towards outer classes (referred to as the
Outer class biased community). We will later provide more
insights about how the reported community percentages re-
late to the quality of the predicted label.
To evaluate the community detection accuracy of Com-
munityBCC, we run a kmeans clustering algorithm (with
k=4, that is the number of communities found by Commu-
nityBCC) on the confusion matrices estimated by BCC for
SRJ8. Then we compare the centroid of each cluster to our
community matrices. Similar to [15], we first calculate the
cumulative pairwise distance (CPD) for the confusion ma-
trix of each worker defined as:
CPD(k) =
∑
k′ 6=k
HD(pi(k),pi(k
′))
where HD(pi(k),pi(k
′)) is the Hellinger distance between the
8for brevity we report only the results of SRJ, however the
conclusions for the other datasets are similar.
Table 2: The accuracy scores of the four methods.
The numbers for each dataset (rows) are the abso-
lute estimation error of each method (column). The
best performing run in each dataset is highlighted
in bold.
MV Dawid&Skene BCC CommunityBCC
ACJ 0.967 0.972 0.987 0.974
SRJ 0.646 0.670 0.72 0.711
CF 0.840 0.830 0.860 0.886
ARJ 0.934 0.960 0.964 0.976
two confusion matrices. Then, kmeans is run on the set of
CPD values. From results showed in Figure 6, it can be seen
that the four communities of CommunityBCC clearly match
the profiles of the kmeans clusters. In particular, Figure 6b
shows the actual confusion matrix of the worker correspond-
ing to the centroid of each cluster. The centroid worker’s
confusion matrices are similar to the estimated community
matrices. Furthermore, the proportions of workers in each
communities reported in brackets are equivalent to the ones
of computed by kmeans as showed in Figure 6b. This means
that our method correctly learns both the community pro-
files and the worker’s community memberships.
Accuracy. Table 2 reports the accuracy scores of all meth-
ods evaluated on the subset of gold items of each of the four
datasets. Importantly, we use only gold items as training set
in order to evaluate the user’s accuracy profile only based on
labels for items with gold labels. The scores show that the
three confusion matrix-based methods (Dawid&Skene, BCC
and CommunityBCC) are generally more accurate than MV.
In particular, CommunityBCC is the best method which
outperforms the best benchmark (BCC) by up to 3% on the
CF dataset. On average, its performance is slightly higher
than BCC. From the NLPD scores reported in Table 3, it
can also be seen that, except for SRJ, CmmunityBCC is
close to the best NLPD scoring method which means that
its predictions also have low uncertainty, hence it is able to
provide informative predictions. These accuracy scores re-
flect also the difficulty of the label aggregation task for each
dataset. For instance, all the methods are consistently more
accurate on ACJ (avg. 0.975) and less accurate on SRJ (avg.
0.689). Notice that the scores also relate to the proportions
of accurate users available in the crowd, as discussed ear-
lier in the community detection results. Indeed, SRJ has
only 19% of accurate or mostly accurate workers while this
percentage increases up to 40% in ACJ (Figure 5). Conse-
quently, all the methods are able to produce higher quality
results for sets where more accurate labels are available. In
summary, we conclude that our method performs compara-
bly or slightly higher than the tested baselines in predicting
the true labels, while it is much more efficient and less prone
to error when only sparse data is available per worker.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a novel Bayesian model for the
efficient aggregation of crowdsourced labels for classification
tasks based on modelling worker’s profiles as latent com-
munities. The key innovation of our method is to model
the worker communities within the label aggregation pro-
Table 3: The NLPD scores (the lower the better)
of the three probabilistic methods: Dawid&Skene,
BCC and CommunityBCC computed from the pre-
dictive object class distribution. The best perform-
ing run in each dataset is highlighted in bold.
Dawid&Skene BCC CommunityBCC
ACJ 0.322 0.076 0.137
SRJ 0.791 1.226 1.414
CF 0.459 0.437 0.526
ARJ 0.150 0.157 0.157
cess. More specifically, we model workers’ community struc-
tures within the generative model of crowd labels and we ap-
ply Bayesian inference to learn (i) the accuracy profile, i.e.,
the confusion matrix of each community, (ii) the commu-
nity membership of each worker, and the true label of each
object. We also discover the optimal number of communi-
ties within the crowd using marginal likelihood optimisation.
Thus, the key capabilities of our model are to (i) abstract
inferred information about workers’ reliability from a single
individual to the general community and (ii) transfer knowl-
edge about the community profile to workers. We also pro-
vided a scalable implementation of CommunityBCC using
model decomposition techniques that allow us to train the
model on hundred of thousands of labels within minutes on a
standard desktop machine. This makes our new method par-
ticularly suitable for large-scale crowdsourcing applications.
We ran an extensive experimental evaluation with more than
one million real-word crowdsourced labels for different tasks
contributed by more than four thousand workers. We com-
pared the performance of our method against three state-of-
the-art methods as baselines. We empirically showed that
CommunityBCC is more accurate than the baseline meth-
ods, and is more effective on sparse datasets where, on av-
erage, it gains 8% more accuracy with the same amount of
sparse labels compared to the baseline methods.
While this work is a step forward towards relaxing the as-
sumption of independence between workers in crowdsourc-
ing by incorporating the notion of communities, there are
several other aspects related to dynamic and task-specific
worker behaviours that have not yet been addressed and
will be considered as future work. In future work, we will
investigate the application of our community-based aggre-
gation approach to other crowdsourcing problems, such as
ranking or to continuous labels.
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